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Meet the New Student Association Cabinet
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The Student Association (SA) Office
is where a lot of the behind-the-scenes
action at Central takes place. The SA Office modifies clubs and collects information and funds. Student life is overseen
on the second floor next to the Spain
Conference Center. The chairperson is
Ms. Schromsky and there are four student
officers: President Marley Napier-Smith
(276), Vice President Ye Xiang Dong
(276), Secretary Kyra Buonomo (277),
and Treasurer Eamon Adimi (276).
“What we do is really a collaborative process,” says Kyra Buonomo. “We
all work together,” adds Ye Xiang Dong.
Ms. Schromsky sponsers the SA office. She currently teaches Spanish and
Social Science. She works together with
the student officers to better our school
environment. Marley Napier-Smith, in

addition to her role as SA President, is
the vice president of National Honors Society (NHS) and president of choir. She
also plays on the girls’ soccer team, manages the wrestling team, is a member of
the Quiz Bowl Team Club, Spoken Word
Club, Feminist Society of Central, and
Mirror literary magazine. Ye Xiang Dong
(276) is the president of NHS, a player
on the varsity boys’ tennis team, a member of American Students of Asian Origin (ASAO), Apsara Khmer Association
(AKA), and student tutor in Peer Tutoring. Kyra Buonomo is in the IB program
and is an Entertainment Editor for the
Centralizer. Eamon Adimi (276) is a part
of the Blood Drive Committee.
If you are in need of their assistance, they will be more than willing to
help you. “Our jobs are to enhance the
experiences of our fellow students,” says
President Marley Napier-Smith. Their
commitment to our school will lead us
into a great year!

A Summer at Einstein

This summer, seven Central students and two Girls High students participated in Einstein Hospital’s first ever
Medical Career Preparation Program
(MCCP). During the three week program, which spanned from August 1
to 21, students had the opportunity to
shadow medical professionals in various
hospital rotations of their choice. These
rotations ranged from the hectic Medical
ICU and analytical Pathology labs to the
baby-filled Neonatal ICU.
Sharon Saji (277) recounts her memorable experience shadowing in the OR
(operating room). “The OR was the best
experience ever! I got to see a Central
alumnus do a surgery on the eye. He
explained everything to me so I could
understand it. It was an amazing experience.”
After spending the morning at their
rotations, the students came together for
lunch and to listen to a variety of guest
speakers. Dr. Pak Shan Leung, a trauma
surgeon at the hospital, told stories of his
experiences both as a trauma surgeon
at Einstein and as a member of Doctors
Without Borders in South Sudan, where
he was at the time the only surgeon in
the country. Other memorable speakers
include Dr. George Neuman, the Department Chair of Neurology, Dr. Megan
Stobart-Gallagher, an ER doctor, and
Chris Brown an occupational therapist.
Needless to say, the guest speakers
and their fascinating tales were a hit
amongst students, including Ralonda
Butler (277), an MCCP participant and
future world renowned physician.

“My favorite guest speakers were the
trauma surgeon [Dr. Pak Shan Leung and
[Dr. Megan Stobart-Gallagher], because
they helped me to understand how gruesome the medical field can get but also
how meaningful it is in tough situations,”
said Ralonda Butler.
The Medical Career Preparation Program was generously made possible by a
$25,000 donation from the Kal and Lucille Rudman Foundation. Kal Rudman
(188), a radio music mogul, has made his
interest in education and Central pride
clear through his active role as an alumni
and scholarship provider.
“Central is near and dear to my heart,”
Mr. Rudman explained in an interview
with Advance Einstein Magazine. “The
students are a legacy to be supported and
inspired. It is my mission to provide opportunity where, in many cases, opportunity may not exist. This allows students to
see beyond the walls of the classroom and
experience their future, first-hand.”
On the flip side of the coin was the
invaluable help of another Central alum-

na, Ina Hysko (270), who served as both
a program coordinator and friend to the
MCCP participants.
“Working with all of the students this
summer was an absolute pleasure!” said
Ms. Hysko, who was recently accepted
to medical school and is interested in becoming a neurologist.
She continued, “When I attended
Central, I had the opportunity to participate in a similar program to the MCPP
at Einstein. That opportunity opened so
many doors for me and has been a big
part of my journey towards becoming a
physician. With my own experiences in
mind, I wanted to do everything I could
to make this program a great experience
for all of the students.”
All in all, this amazing summer program at Einstein, run, funded, and composed of Central students, represents
the past, present, and future potential of
Central. The experience was incredible,
and will hopefully be available for current and future Central and Girls High
students in the summers to come.

Museums for Philly Teens
Asa Cadwallader (276)
Managing Editor

Since its conception, the organization
STAMP (Students at Museums in Philly)
has striven to provide Philadelphia students access to the city’s finest art and
culture. With a STAMP pass, students
can visit attractions from the Philadelphia
Zoo to the Barnes Museum and fifteen
other sites, all free of charge.
STAMP seems almost too good to be
true, yet the organization has had trouble
getting their passes in the hands of Philly
students. “You’d be surprised to see just
how many Philadelphians haven't gone to
local museums that others travel so far to
see,” says Connie Ren (276). Ren, along
with Alan Fortte (276) had the chance to
intern with STAMP this past summer.
Their job was to market STAMP passes
to Philly teenagers through social media
sites like Facebook, Instagram and Twitter.
Prior to the creation of STAMP in 2013,
student attendance at Philly museums and
attractions was dismal at best, mostly due
to the high cost of entry. Shelling out up

to $20 for a museum was just simply not
in the budget for most local teens. Recognizing this lack of student access, the
Philadelphia Cultural Alliance teamed
up with the well-known philanthropists
Virginia and Harvey Kimmel to bring
the STAMP program to life. The program
not only gives students free admission
to the city’s museums, but also connects
students with STAMP related jobs and internships, and periodically hosts fun and
engaging events for cardholders.
With STAMP, students no longer can
use cost as an excuse to not see the many
world renowned museums and cultural
attractions Philly has to offer. “The process of getting a STAMP pass is simple.”
says Fortte. Students simply visit the
STAMP website, sign up, and receive
their pass in the mail a few days later.
Anna Pugsley (276), who received
her pass in February, has used it numerous times. “STAMP allowed me to visit
museums that I normally wouldn’t have,”
says Pugsley.
As Connie Ren remarks, “There's so
much to see in Philadelphia and STAMP
is a simple tool that lets us explore all of
it.”
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Miriam Solowey (277)
Proofreading Editor

From left to right: Ye Xiang Dong (276), Eamon Adimi (276),
Marley Napier-Smith (276), Ms. Schromsky, Kyra Buonomo (277)

From left: Ralonda Butler (277), Zgjim Ustelenca (276), Sharon Saji (277), Romie Azor (276), Lucille Rudman, Kal Rudman
(188), Sharon Huang (277), Miriam Solowey (277), Jamir Howell
(278), Aneesu Nellikala (Girls High), Kumal Siddiq (Girls High)
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Abigail Barrett (276)
Staff Writer

The STAMP pass may be used at 17 participating musems across the city.
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Omar Swidan (277) spent the summer in Morocco sponsored by the National Security Language Initiative for
Youth, or NSLI-Y, to learn to read and
write in Arabic.
His summer began on June 16 when
he left Philadelphia and headed to Washington D.C., where he would part ways
from the United States. There Omar met
the students whom he spent the summer with, and program directors gave
an overview of what to expect. He spent
three days in D.C. until he boarded his
plane to Casablanca, Morocco. The students went through a debriefing procedure, and then the group was split into
two. Some of the students traveled to
Rabat, and the rest went to Marrakesh,
including Omar.

city to experience Moroccan culture and
what Marrakesh had to offer.
To conclude their studies, the students took a trip to the Atlas Mountains,
where they got to ride one of the longest
zip lines in the world.
Finally, the group traveled to a small
city in Western Morocco called Essaouira. “Everything is blue, and it had
a beach with a very old medina,” Omar
described. He also got to ride a camel
through the city.
After the trip, it was time for the
NSLI-Y summer Morocco program to
come to an end, and the students to head
back home.
Overall, Omar had a good experience filled with adventure and learning.
“I’ve always wanted to learn how to read
and write in my native language, and I
accomplished that this past summer,”
he reflected. He thoroughly enjoyed his
experience and completed a long time
goal.

Greece: The Aftermath
Despina Evangelopoulos (277)
News Editor

PC: Despina Evangelopoulos (277)

This summer I got the pleasure
of going to Greece for seven weeks accompanied by my older brother, John
Evangelopoulos (272). You would
think that Greece has simmered down
from their recent economic disaster,
but behind all the people sitting at
coffee shops and going on with their
lives, things are not okay. As much as
the people of Greece want to pretend
everything’s fine and keep eating their
gyros, their money in the banks doesn’t
agree with them.
There are limited jobs in Greece
right now, so if you have a job you’re
lucky. And because Greece is such a
hospitable country, people with jobs
tend to help people without jobs. Meaning that their salary goes to helping
others. The average Greek makes about
700€ a month. 300€ of that money
goes to rent, then there are other expenses like electricity, bills, taxes, clothes,
food, supplies, etc. John Evangelopoulos (272) explained, “Young people can
only find jobs for six months at a time.
And when that’s over, if they’re lucky
they’ll find another six month job. But
there aren’t really any jobs.”
My time in Greece was spent at
the beach and hanging out with friends
and family. My brother and I stayed
with our grandparents in Asprovalta,
which is a small town an hour away
from Thessaloniki. My grandparents

were only allowed to take out 420€ a
week because of the financial crisis, and
that’s how it is for the rest of Greek citizens. Visitors on the other hand are allowed to take out as much as they want.
Elya Kaplan, (277) went to Greece this
summer and had the nicest things to
say. “It's a gorgeous place, and I had a
phenomenal experience learning about
Greek history and the current political
situation,” then followed up by saying,
“the economics in Greece hinder the
possibilities and aspirations of much of
the population. According to a political
science major we met, 50% of young
adults between 18-25 are unemployed.
Greece is a very educated country, having been one of the capitals of education and knowledge for a long time, and
seeing many people unable to pursue
their dreams is heartbreaking."
The people of Greece are choosing not to accept the present, and are
in denial about their current situation.
Nonetheless, if more people vacation
in Greece, it would bring in money.
All the tourism and ancient ruins are
unforgettable. Greece is a magnificent
country, and the people of Greece are
just trying to live their lives and get
through the financial crisis. Alex Koukaras (277), talked about his experience
with Greece. “There is absolutely nothing better than getting off the plane and
being met by tears of your family members. The fact that there’s an economic
depression and people still argue over
who treats you to dinner is astonishing
and relinquishes my faith in humanity.”

Thessaloniki, Greece at twilight.

Omar with the camel he rode in Essaouira.

Morockin’ It
Darya Bershadskaya (277)
Online Manager
“It seemed as though people immediately felt the need to defend Arab
and Islamic culture to me because I am
American and so many Americans have
such negative, twisted, and blatantly incorrect ideas about Arab and Islamic cultures,” said Jess Hobbs-Pifer (277) about
her trip to Rabat, Morocco this summer.
To give you guys some context, Morocco
is a country located in Northern Africa,
known most commonly for its ancient
Islamic architecture and production of
rich spices and oils. Studying Arabic on
a State Department scholarship through
NSLI-Y (National Security Language Initiative for Youth), Jess stayed in Morocco
for a month and half between the months
of June and August, a time frame said to
be the hottest of the year in the country.
Don’t panic, she brought sunscreen!
Now that we’ve all had a moment to
calm down after such a scare, let’s talk
about why Jess was in Morocco to begin
with. “I was interested in studying Arabic
for a multitude of reasons, ranging from
my admiration of the alphabet, to wanting
to dispel any personal prejudices (conscious or subconscious) that I or my peers
may have had about the Arab culture due
to the images we’re constantly exposed to
in the media.”
Diving head first into the adventure of
a lifetime, Jess stayed with a homestay;
a family who, despite the insurmountable
language barriers between English and
Arabic, offered their homes and compassion to foreign students willing to learn.
To give some perspective on how incredibly different Arabic and English languages are, think of something a bit less
monumental. In the U.K., an American
car “trunk” becomes the British “bonnet”
or the “boot,” while the “bathroom” is often nicknamed the “loo” or “privy.” (Yes,
we just used an example of toilet lingo
around the world.) Now, multiply that by
1,000, and you can begin to understand
the difficulty of trying to communicate in
such divergent countries.
However, not all matters were so trivial and difficult to adopt, as by the end of
her trip, Jess was a certified haggler! Haggling, or bargaining, is a common form of
trading and making purchases in popular
street markets.
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Jamie Razler (277)
Op-Ed Editor

Upon his arrival in Marrakesh, Omar
met with his host family. Most of the
time he spent at their house was to eat
and sleep due to the amount of time he
spent at school as well as exploring the
city. “After class, we had time to do
whatever we wanted as long as we were
back for iftar (breaking of fast) at 8 P.M.
during the month of Ramadan,” Omar
explained.
Once the NSLI-Y students were
settled into Marrakesh, they began going to class at the Center for Language
and Learning. The students spent four
hours a day at school. During Ramadan,
classes started at 10 A.M. and lasted until 2 P.M. After Ramadan was over, the
classes began at 8 A.M.
Omar spent a total of six weeks
learning in Morocco. He got into a routine of going to school Monday through
Saturday, going home to eat, doing
homework, visiting a medina, an open
air market, and venturing out into the

PC: Jamie Richardson

What Did Central Students Do This Summer?

Jess rides a camel in the desert.
“At first it was really uncomfortable to
just be like “no way, that’s too expensive, I’ll pay this much”, especially
when spending time in a country where
the dollar goes extremely far, but soon it
became such a friendly and lighthearted
way to meet the community and practice my Arabic. I made friends with the
kind and fair shopkeepers that helped
me with my Arabic, and I walked away
from rude shopkeepers who saw that I
was obviously a foreigner and tried to
charge me a fortune. All and all, the
whole shopping vibe was something I
really enjoyed.”
Despite Jess’ unfamiliar experiences with foreign language and market
bargaining, a few similarities did stand
out to her, such as common social issues
faced in American culture. “Everything
that we nag people about in America
(not eating too much sugar, getting exercise, not watching too much T.V., etc) is
so much worse in Morocco. Diabetes is
at epidemic levels there and unlike here

in America, there’s hardly a conversation being had about it.” Not enough
similarity for you? “While in Fez, we
had an interesting interaction with a
man on the street who heard us speaking English and stopped us so he could
speak with us. After stopping us he
asked ‘are you good Americans or bad
Americans?’, we answered good, and he
went on to tell us he was glad we aren’t
‘bad Trump Americans’ because he and
his family are good people but Trump
says bad things about Muslims.” Ah yes,
now that sounds more like it.
All jokes aside, having conversation about not only politics but about the
severe Islamophobia in the world right
now is something Jess said to have really made an impact on the lessons she
learned while on her trip. Evidently, one
thing that we can all take from Jess’ trip
to Morocco is the need to remember the
diversity and strength of the world and
the people in it, as we are all only human.
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Community Service
Reform
Jana Pugsley (277)
News Editor

The Right to Protest

in different volunteer areas. According
to Lam, the volunteer organizations will
suffer under the new single location rule
because students will only be able to volunteer at organizations that are able to
give them at least thirty hours of service.
“I participated in marathons and walks
and those were what interested me the
most,” explains Alan Fortte (276). Events
such as those are not realistic options for
most people anymore.
Fortte shared a link to Lam’s petition on Facebook, and it now has more
than half of its goal of 500 signatures.
“Going into my senior year now I have
[a] practically useless restriction and it's
now making me anxious about where
to get my hours since most of my time
and energy is going into college applications,” Fortte shares.
Other students, such as Jefferson Kodhelaj (276), don’t see a problem with the
updated guidelines. He says that the new
rule is “helping students establish connections within their community. Instead
of community service feeling like a chore
that doesn't benefit the students at all, the
school is aiming to help their students develop connections that will benefit them.”
Kodhelaj also notes that it is logistically
easier for students and staff that students
are required to give all of their service at
one location.
Some students tend to procrastinate
in giving community service, and wind
up in situations where they give fifteen
or thirty minutes at a time during their
lunch period to staff members at school
in order to meet the deadline. In addition,
other students may spend their free time
volunteering for numerous events and
nonprofits in the weeks leading up to the
deadline. Not only do supporters of the
new guidelines believe that this cheapens
the students’ service, but it also creates
more work for class sponsors.
The petition is addressed to President McKenna, the Alumni Board, and
each of the class sponsors. None of these
parties have officially responded to the
petition because it has not yet hit its target
of 500 signatures. This situation will become increasingly relevant as the school
year continues, and we'll be watching to
see how it all unfolds.

PC: Asa Cadwallader (276)

The start of a new school year brings
a reminder for all students: the thirtyhour community service requirement. By
completing the necessary hours, students
earn a half credit towards the graduation
requirement. Last year, a reflective essay
was added to the requirement in order to
make the performed service qualify for
the half credit from the school district.
This year, the guidelines have been adjusted again so students must earn their
service hours from a single location, with
the exception being for freshmen who
wish to earn up to six hours through shadowing prospective students.
Students had a myriad of ways to
reach the thirty-hour goal, both inside
and outside of school. Some students still
choose to join Central’s recycling club,
which promotes and maintains recycling practices in the school by clearing
out recycling bins throughout the entire
building after school. They earn community service hours for their time spent
to keep Central clean. In past years, students joined social and cultural organizations that volunteer in groups at runs and
walks, such as the Broad Street Run and
the AIDS Walk. Other students continue
to volunteer at another nonprofit of their
choosing, such as a hospital or public library.
With countless places to give a few
hours of service at a time, many students have spread their efforts over multiple occasions and nonprofits in order to
make their required hours in past years.
This year’s new guideline has caught
the attention of some students who disagree with its “single location” portion.
Trang Lam (276) took action against the
new rule by creating a petition to reform
the community service guidelines. She
states in the petition that the new single
location rule is “arbitrary, and if applied,
will be detrimental to both students and
volunteering facets.” Her reasoning is
written out in the petition, including the
argument that students earn a more diverse service experience by volunteering
at multiple locations and learning about
all the different people they encounter
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"I'm not against the military. I'm not against the police or America. I'm against social injustice.”
–Colin Kaepernick
Myra Granato (277)
Staff Writer
There has been a lot of controversy
surrounding San Francisco 49ers quarterback Colin Kaepernick and his protest
of the American national anthem. Kaepernick first gained national attention on
August 26, when it was noticed that he
was sitting during the national anthem in
protest of the social injustice that African
Americans face. Many other athletes,
including other NFL players and some
soccer players, such as Megan Rapinoe,
a member of the US women’s national
soccer team, have showed their support
for, and joined Kaepernick. Many people
believe that it his First Amendment right
to protest the national anthem; however,
others think that he is disrespecting, by
kneeling during our national anthem,
those who serve our country. When Adela
Qalliaj, (277) who plays field hockey and
lacrosse, was asked, as an athlete, about
her opinion on Kaepernick, she stated

that while “many argue that it is Kaepernick’s ‘job’ to stand for the national
anthem, his job is to be the quarterback
for the San Francisco 49ers.” Another
athlete, volleyball player Marcela RolónDow (277), who is multiracial, said that
a lot of people are tired of being told to
“deal with” the social injustice that African Americans face, and she says, “I
guess he’s just tired of dealing with it, so
I respect him for that.”
On August 28, Kaepernick explained
why he chose to, and will continue, to
kneel during the national anthem. "I am
not going to stand up to show pride in a
flag for a country that oppresses black
people and people of color…This stand
wasn’t for me. This is because I’m seeing things happen to people that don’t
have a voice, people that don’t have a
platform to talk and have their voices
heard, and effect change. So I’m in the
position where I can do that and I’m going to do that for people that can’t." Kaepernick continued to say that he respects

those who serve our country, and that it
is not his intention to be disrespectful to
them. Sophie Haskell (277) said that she
appreciates that “he’s using his voice, as
someone in the public eye who gets a lot
of attention for the things he does, to talk
about and stand up to such a big social
issue.”
On September 1, Kaepernick took
to kneeling during the national anthem,
and was joined by teammate Eric Reid.
After the game, Kaepernick announced
his plan to donate $1 million to charities
that focus on racial issues. Kaepernick’s
movement continued to receive national
attention when Denver Broncos wide receiver Brandon Marshall knelt during the
national anthem, becoming the first player to do so during a regular season game.
However, as a result, he lost an endorsement deal from the Air Academy Federal
Union. Although players are being criticized in the media, and from others, they
continue to kneel in protest of the social
injustice that African Americans face.

PC: Chris Carlson/AP
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Kaepernick (seated at center) kneels during the national anthem.

The Revival of Central’s Broadcasting
Network
Grace Del Vecchio (277)
Staff Writer
As recently as five years ago, Central was known for its noteworthy Broadcasting Network (CBN), a club devoted
to reporting important events surrounding the school, politics, and pop culture.
However, like any other fallen success
story in the Philadelphia School District,
Harrisburg cut the necessary funding and
support required to keep CBN alive, and
therefore, CBN ceased to be. It seemed as
though CBN was forgotten, a pastime not

Trang Lam (276) is taking action against a policy many have deemed
unfair.

worthy of resurgence, until 275’s Albert
Tanjaya devised a plan last year.
“I want to bring CBN back,” he said,
and after eight months of hard work of
granting permission, building connections, and collecting members, CBN
appeared to have truly been revitalized. Through partnerships with WHYY
training initiatives and the Philadelphia
School District’s student TV network,
CBN had connections set in place and a
wonderful sponsor, Mr. DeMeo.
Upon returning to school in August,
students learned that Mr. DeMeo had left
Central. There was no longer a CBN ad-

CBN’s official logo.
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visory, sponsor, meeting place, or set club
days; everything was gone. The loss of
such a supportive and motivating sponsor was definitely a setback, but this did
not mean CBN was done for. The hours
of phone calls, emails, and meetings were
not to be squandered; the revitalization of
CBN was to continue.
CBN is to be back in gear come this
winter, but until then, CBN asks the student body of Central for its support in this
process, and to be active viewers when
news pieces finally make their way to air.
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Sports

Washington Stars at
Temple

Drivin’ Towards Another Championship
Victory

Photo Credit: Julia Garman (276)

Photo Credit: Kristian Rhim (276)

David Saddic (276)
Sports Editor

Washington returns kick against Wissahickon.

The 2015-2016 football season
was a great one for the Central football
team and for Collin Washington individually. In an excellent junior campaign, he
helped the Lancers get to the semifinals
of the public league playoffs, earning all
city and public honors in the process. His
dominance did not go without notice as
he had a very busy offseason with college
coaches and camps. At the beginning of
the summer, he received interest from
many colleges including: Temple, New
Hampshire, Maryland, Syracuse, Villanova, Monmouth, Old Dominion, Fordham, Lehigh, Stony Brook, and Morgan
State. After thorough consideration with
his family, Collin decided to accept a full
football scholarship from local school
Temple.
However, coming into the 2015-2016
football season the Lancer wide receiver
was an above average player at best. In
his sophomore season, he caught 11 passes for 137 yards and only scored twice all
season. He really came into his own last
season, catching 29 passes for 462 yards
and 6 touchdowns throughout the season,
turning himself into one of the top wide
receiver recruits in the city.
Collin has played football since he
was 7, starting with the Enon Eagles. He
is very thankful to be playing at the next
level but understands that grades come
first. Collin makes it clear that even without football he would still be going to
college. He jokes. saying, “College is not
an option; if I didn't play football I would
still have to go or my parents would probably kick me out.”
When asked about the decision to
choose Temple, Collin said, “I liked the
coaches and the environment.”
After making it to the public league
semifinals last season, the Lancer football team has big expectations for the
first time in a while. Collin says, “We can
be a championship team if we continue to
work hard. There's no doubt in my mind
they we can win the Championship this

year. We have the team to do it. One of
the keys is that we stay healthy going
into the playoffs and if we are then we
should be set. All we have to do is play
and execute.”
Along with the team aspirations,
Collin also has high expectations for
himself, “I planned on having 1000 yards
receiving and 20 touchdowns. I have
started off slow the first two games but
I should be fine the rest of the season.”
It is very easy to see that Collin is a
leader on the field with the intensity and
passion he plays with and his teammates
appreciate him for that. One of the Lancers’ senior captains, George Jallah (276)
says, “Well, Collin is a great leader on
and off the field. His leadership plays a
big role on the team. He is the first one
in the locker room and last one to leave.
He always motivates the team. From
pushing younger guys to work harder
to always coming first in sprints. He
has a special energy in him that always
rallies the guys together. Collin doesn't
shy away from the big time. He loves
stepping up and making big plays when
we need it. Last year in the playoffs he
returned a kickoff for a touchdown, giving us the momentum to score to seal the
game. He's a daredevil. Collin is a key
component to our team. He's a brother to
everyone on the team. Temple is going to
love Collin.”
Head coach Richard Drayton spent
his college days playing football at
Temple and speaks very highly of Collin,
understanding that he is a special talent.
“[Collin] can have a big impact on the
game offensively or defensively. Threat
to go to the house at any given time from
anywhere.”
Collin is playing football for Temple this fall and is excited to see how his
game will translate to the next level. As
for right now, he looks to end his Central
football career on top by having a great
season and hopefully bringing home a
championship.

Lancer Records
(As of September 23, 2016)

Boys’ Soccer: 4-1
Boys’ Football: 3-0
Girls’ Volleyball: 4-1

Girls’ Soccer: 3-0
Girls’ Field Hockey: 5-0
Golf: 1-3

Top: Zaire Meredith (276) and Jared DiCampello (276) compare
scorecards against Glen Mills.

Photo Credit: Julia Garman (276)

Kristian Rhim (276)
Sports Editor

Bottom: Jared DiCampello walks back from ninth hole at Glen
Mills.

On October 7, 2015, the Central Golf
Team won the Public League Championship at Cobbs Creek Golf Course. The
competitive 18-hole match resulted in
a one-point Central victory over Philadelphia Academy Charter School. Following an outstanding 2015 season, the
team hopes to add another Public League
Championship to its name.
The team’s captain, Jared DiCampello
(276), is looking forward to the promising upcoming season. He stated, “It felt
really awesome to win the championship
last year. There is always good competition all season long, but never have
I been a part of such an exciting match
of golf like the championship was last
year. This upcoming season we lost our
top three players because they graduated,
but we are hopeful. We will still aggressively compete for the championship and
maybe even qualify to represent the public league at Districts.”
In addition to a new season, Ms. Nash
was named the head coach of the golf
team. The current math and social studies teacher has a tremendous amount
of experience on the golf course as she
learned to play at the age of seventeen.
While practicing law, she had the opportunity to play with a number of clients
and colleagues. At the present moment,
Coach Nash has accepted the task to lead
her team to consecutive Public League
Championships. “We have a great group
of kids. Zaire Meredith (276) , Jared DiCampello, and Spencer Weiss (277) have
really stepped up and assumed leadership
roles on the team.” She added that the
team is looking to grow its program and
is willing to make room for additional
players.
Although the 275 members’ leadership will be missed, the team has to
continue to move forward. The former
Central golf coach and current Public
League Golf Commissioner, Mr. Horwits, explained, “This year's team will
be retooling and will have its work cut
out as the league has gotten stronger.” It
is going to be an exciting season for the
Central Golf Team. The team expects to
replicate last season’s success.
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